ACROSS
1) Fiery gem
5) Naval-academy freshman
10) File folder appendages
14) Looking healthy
15) Mead study site
16) Ruler's inch, e.g.
17) In a gradual, reliable fashion
20) Battlefield VIP
21) Nonwoody vegetation
22) What we have here
25) Wounds with a tusk or horn
30) Causes of some night frights
33) Carnation site
34) Bluefin, for one
35) Like jazz cats
38) "There's no deadline"
42) Crossed letter
43) With the bow, musically
44) Air anew
45) Bee's place?
47) Oliver Twist, for one
48) Monkeysed around (with)
51) Bar staple
53) Slow musical pieces
56) Labor organizer's cry
57) "Dukes of Hazzard" spin-off
58) Spread, as fingers
60) Cinematographer's place, sometimes
64) Canadian-dollar image
65) It's as sure as taxes
66) Bodily distress
67) "Dukes of Hazzard" spin-off
69) Arctic dog's burden

DOWN
1) Exclamations of excitement
2) It's always on hand?
3) Plant used in lotions
4) Salacious
5) Behavioral scientist's major, briefly
6) Science class feature
7) Aboriginal food source
8) This one and that one
9) State of relaxation
10) Certain engines
11) Keep ___ to the ground (listen)
12) Unwelcome water on a ship
13) Eyelid maladies
18) Wee
19) Craving
23) Student in practical training
24) Reporter's informants
26) Reached ground
27) Letter's number
28) Far end of a church
29) Place for a pig
31) Counting everything
32) ___ Paulo, Brazil
35) Detriment
36) Holder of notions
37) Philadelphia founder
39) Covered vehicle
40) Princess Leia's last name
41) Land for livestock
45) Sets sail
46) Jupiter's Norse counterpart
48) Poker player's spot
49) Cinema name
50) Brutish person
52) Noble realm
54) Lotto info
55) A way up
57) Urchins
58) River duck
59) Huron neighbor
61) Holbrook or Prince
62) Sweater letter
63) So-so center?